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We offer emergency food kits with REAL meat, fruit, and vegetables that have the calories AND nutrients essential to survival.
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Cans and pouches with DOUBLE oxygen absorbers ensure an up to 25-YEAR shelf life you can depend on.
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If, within 30 days, any product you purchase fails to meet your expectations, we will make it right!
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We've helped families prepare since 1987. We've seen it all, done it all, and it shows in the quality of our products. 
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Home Run Deals

Shop Now


                  
                







30 Day - Premium Emergency Meal Kit
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3-Month Emergency Food Kit
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The Power of Powder: Using Powdered Creamer, Eggs & Milk
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Fact or Fiction: Natural Disaster Survival Myths
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What Victory Gardens Teach Us About Preparedness
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Speak To An Expert Now

We have an amazing experienced customer service team here to answer all of your questions. 
Don't hesitate to call us now.

1-888-579-6849

Contact Us













Emergency Essentials Preparedness Resource Center
See all Resources 
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Hurricane Preparedness Guide
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Power Failure Preparedness Guide
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Delicious Family Recipes Using Your Emergency Food

















     WHY PREPARE
   There's no way to be ready for everything, but Emergency Essentials can get you pretty darn close. Preparing for a disaster can seem daunting, but if you follow a simple plan, you'll be prepared before you know it. 

IF AN EMERGENCY HAPPENED TO YOU RIGHT THIS MINUTE, HOW WOULD YOU FARE?
 Think about how much you depend on an ever-present supply of food water, electricity, and heat, an ability to communicate, a place to lay your head, and an ability to travel. 

What if—due to circumstances beyond your control—any one or two of those were lost? What if all of them were lost?

Why BePrepared.com?
 You don’t have to be an expert to thrive in an emergency. We’ve helped millions of Americans through every major disaster in this country since 1987 and we’ll do the same for you, with:

	A one-stop-shop for emergency supplies, selected with care by master preppers
	Shelf life proven through decades of use
	Kits with some of the highest nutrition ratings in the industry
	Affordable prices (our commitment to you) because preparedness is for everyone!

 WHY BE PREPARED?

The bottom line is: unfortunate things happen all the time and you are the first and best defense for helping yourself and your family. "Do not put off the improbable for the unthinkable... If there is a one in a million chance of something happening to you then it is happening to 300 people in this country right now:' Richard Gist, Kansas City Fire Department For getting disaster-ready: First, you need an emergency preparedness plan. Here's an easy Emergency Evacuation Plan template you can use—just fill in your information and you're ready to go! After your plan is in place, you'll need: 

	Some water Storage
	An emergency kit for each family member
	Some food that has been prepared for long term storage 
	Some skills
	Additional supplies and gear 

 You could compile all of those things, from scratch, on your own. Or you could turn to the disaster preparedness experts. Emergency Essentials. We're here to help you prepare your family for the unexpected. 





  While you're working on gathering and storing supplies, visit our official blog for great ideas and to learn some useful skills. Our Emergency Essentials blog and articles provide top-notch emergency preparedness education. There's more great information available via our Facebook page to get you exactly what you need. You may think of "preppers" as people that aren't like you. But the truth is, most preppers are just everyday people planning ahead for unexpected circumstances with a bit of food storage, water storage, emergency power, and other supplies that will fulfill their basic needs if somehow their supply to their everyday source of supplies (like a grocery store) is unavailable for a while. Remember, survival isn't about luck. It's about prepping for difficult situations ahead of time, including the survival gear, emergency food storage, water storage, and the other supplies and skills you'll need in a disaster—whether a natural, personal, or financial disaster. 

CHECK OUT THESE LINKS TO GET YOU STARTED:
 	Prep 101 Downloads
	Free Emergency Checklist
	Water Treatment and Storage
	Food Storage
	First Aid
	Emergency Cooking Basics
	Disaster Specific Preparedness

 AND BROWSE OUR ONLINE RESOURCES FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION LIKE VIDEO AND ARTICLES:
 	Food Storage Chef Videos
	YouTube

 Happy prepping!
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About our store





Office Address
1175 South Meridian Park Road Suite B,
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
Note: This is not a retail store. All Emergency Essentials products are available online.
For Sales or Customer Service Questions: 1-888-579-6849
Contact Us
Click Here to contact us









Newsletter

Don't miss out! Sign up for exclusive coupons, private sales and exclusive preparedness guides.
We will not share your information with outside individuals or organizations except when required by law. See our full privacy policy here.
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